
Unlocking the Winds of Glory in the Carolinas Transcript  9/5/17

Chuck:  Give the Lord a wave offering.  Lets thank God for the Carolinas.  Lets thank 
God for Charlotte.  It is such an honor for us to be here with you.  The Lord always 
stirred up Zerubbabel and then He stirred up the priesthood and then He stirred up the 
remnant.  Tell someone we are being stirred up in the Carolinas.

I can’t think of 2 ladies I love and honor more, Anne and Susie - welcome there here as 
they welcome you.  

Susie:  Welcome to the Embassy of Zion.  I love this.  I’m used to doing this in my living 
room, not in a theater of 1000 people.  When the Lord gave us the name Embassy we 
found out that’s not a building.  It’s a body of people entrusted with a mission from a 
sovereign or government.  Tonight you are here as an ambassador, and we are all here 
entrusted with a mission from our Sovereign King Jesus.  Welcome!  Welcome!

Anne:  We do welcome every precious one of you who have come here to honor the 
Lord.  Lord, we honor You now!  We say you are our God, and we are your people!  

We acknowledge that there are people here who have prayed for the glory to be 
unlocked for years.  

We acknowledge there are surely those from the great cloud of witnesses who are 
joining in this tonight.  

And we welcome the heavenly army, the mighty warriors, the angels of God to help 
accomplish what God is doing tonight.  

We decree for the unlocking of winds of Glory tonight!  

We say Lord we will hear your Voice!  We are listening to the winds of glory that you 
unlock for harvest strategies!  We shall see our harvest!  We are harvesters, in Jesus’ 
name!

Chuck:  Judah always goes first.  Welcome James Vincent, LeAnn Squier,  and 
Shatece and Gerald McLeod. Let’s worship the Lord.  

Singing: Let It Rise/ Holy Holy Holy: Your praises rise!  Your praises rise!  Worthy, 
worthy, worthy are You…  There is nobody higher!   
Our God is an Awesome God!
Chosen Generation/ I Know Who  I Am

Chuck:  Turn to someone and say God is doing a new thing in me; he’s doing a 
new thing in this part of America; he’s bringing us into who we are for the 
future.  Now give a shout up into heavens.  



LeAnn sings:  I hear a sound of new mantle falling, sound of demonstration of 
Kingdom. 
Chuck: Say He knows where I am, but I’m going to a new place with Him.  
Decree this is a time He will unlock a new door and give you access!
LeAnn sings:  you are beautiful!  Holy!  Righteous!  Lovely God!  Because I 
know you I know who I am in you.  

Chuck:  Tell people - you are even going to look better when the wind starts blowing.  
Now lets welcome the wind of God in through the Carolinas! 

LeAnn Sings:  Let the wind blow, let the wind blow, let the wind blow…  He’s making us 
beautiful.  He’s beautifying.  Let the glory come on the wind, let the glory be revealed by 
your wind.  … Let the glory come as the wind blows. The wind blew through the trees 
bringing the sound of victory… Let the wind blow!  
You’ll subdue ideologies under your wind that blows.  And you’ll subdue idolatry as your 
wind blows.  Let the wind blow.  Bring the glory, reveal the glory as the wind blows.  
James sings: Let the voice of the uncommon thing be heard upon the wind.  Let the 
voice of what carries us out of what we know and out from where we’ve been, out from 
all we’ve been be heard upon the wind.  
LeAnn sings: Let the wind blow.  Let the wind blow.  I see fields of wheat blowing low 
as the wind blows, as the wind blows.  Fields of wheat, fields of wheat.  I see fields of 
wheat bowing low as the wind blows, as the wind blows.  Let the wind blow.  We are 
saying this to the heavens above.  Let the wind blow.  We receive the winds of God.  Let 
the wind blow.  

Chuck: And I say to you there’s a sensitivity that’s coming upon these states called the 
Carolinas.  I say they are going to know when the change for this nation fully comes in 
this hour.  I say they are going to perceive the shifting of the government when it finally 
shifts.  For I say from the Carolinas, there will come a ruling voice, that rises up, that 
influences the direction of the nations of the world.  I say to you the Carolinas will be 
known for shifting this nation into a new flow of My Spirit.  I say to you, the Carolinas are 
becoming sensitive to the change and there are two great battles ahead for this nation, 
and the Carolinas will be known for changing a course of the way this land goes to war 
and enters in to triumph.

And I say to you I am breaking down religious structures in these two states and I 
am realigning the Army of the Hosts above you and I am realigning the Army of God 
within you. I say to you, I will cause you to know the breakthrough anointing of My Spirit 
upon these states. It will be known that the Voice of God reigns from these states called 
Carolina, and set a course for a movement from east to west, saith the Lord. 

I will change the voice of the universities of this land. I will bring them before national 
attention and their voice will sound differently than what they have sounded in the past. I 
say watch, for My wind will enter everything that says university and college in the 
Carolinas.



Singing: Let the wind blow, let the wind blow, let the wind blow…

Chuck: And I say to you, the racial squabbles from your past will seem mild to the voice 
that I give you to direct nations, saith the Lord. I say to you I will heal and make one 
those that you didn’t think could be made one. I will redo structures and organization 
and realign councils. It will be said, in Carolina, they rose up together and created a 
move of the Spirit and a school of the Spirit for a whole nation to be schooled in the 
future. 

James sings: Arise upon the breath of the One who lives forever.  Arise upon the 
breath of the One who lives forever… Arise!  Arise!  We arise upon the breath of the 
One who lives forever.  We arise!  We arise!

Chuck: Let the sound of the army be heard. [Shofars and Praise!]

Singing: Wind of heaven, voice of heaven, joy of heaven come upon the earth.  Wind of 
heaven, voice of heaven, joy of heaven come upon the earth.   

Chuck: And the voice of harvest will rise in these states.  For you will know that you are 
a part of My redemptive plan for the harvest in this land. So I say, the voice of harvest 
will rise again, and be heard from these states saying “Here is the strategy of harvest in 
the nation.” I say to you, the voice of harvest will arise. 

Singing:  A mighty wind is blowing, windows of heaven opening.  The sound of change 
is blowing all across the earth. The praise of God ascending, our prayers are heaven 
rending, His Kingdom never ending, come upon the earth.  

Chuck: And I am in the process of tearing down and reordering. I say, say to My church, 
it is time to build again. Therefore, I will send My wind of rebuilding through these 
states, and Carolina will rebuild for the harvest ahead. 

Singing: We will not keep silent, we’ll make your praise more violent, proclaim the 
coming of the King.  The sound of praise ascending, our prayers are heaven rending. 
His kingdom never ending, the heavens are open wide.  Wind of heaven, sound of 
heaven, joy of heaven come upon the earth.  Song of heaven, joy of heaven, open 
heaven overtake the earth.  
LeAnn sings: You remodel the earth and all that’s within it with your wind.  You remodel 
the earth and all that is within it with your wind, with your wind. Your wind changes the 
shape of things. Your wind changes the shape of things… Your wind. Your wind.  

James sings: Your breath brings resurrection. Your breath causes the bones to move 
again. Your breath causes the dead to rise. Your breath causes what was wilted and 
leaned over, and what had no hope to rise in strength, to erect itself, and stand at 
attention, and receive hope again, receive life again, to hear your voice again, to return 
to the place you have created for it. Your breath. Your wind. Your sound. Your voice. I 
hear the sound of resurrection in the land. And I see the stones that were 



scattered coming together again. For the Voice of the Lord has gone forth. He has 
spoken. The King’s voice of gathering has gone forth. The stones have no choice but to 
come together again! 

Let the sound of resurrection be heard. Let it be heard by the people of God. Let it be 
heard by those who are trapped in religion. Let it be heard by those who are stuck and 
could not move. Let the sound of resurrection be heard in the market place. Let the 
sound of resurrection be heard in the media.  In this land let it be heard. 

And I see the media beginning to say things that agree with the Voice of God in this 
land. And it will be heard for truth will reign from this ground. And every lie will be 
refuted by the sound of resurrection. For no one can refute what was dead and is now 
alive. No one can refute the bones that were separated and now are together. 

The sound of resurrection going forth! X3 We are alive! X2 

Chuck: Shout it!  We are alive in the Carolinas!
Singing God of Restoration:  The Lord will breathe new life into this land, as we 
worship him and take our righteous stand.  And the Lord will rise with healing in His 
wings. To the God of resurrection we now sing. You are Holy, You are Holy, You are 
Holy.

Chuck: When we come together like this we want to make a memorial offering of this 
event.  And this will be known as the event that unlocks the winds across the nation. As 
you get your offering ready we are going to worship with it. We already have heard 
resurrection in this offering.  We have heard the sound of war coming in from heaven in 
this offering.  We have heard the unlocking of the voice of harvest in this offering. Lord, 
we come and create a memorial tonight, where it is said in heaven a door was formed 
for the winds to come forth. 

Singing God of Restoration: You are the God of Hope, You are the God of Justice, 
You are the God of healing, the only God who hears.  Oh, hallelujah. For the Lord will 
breathe new life into this land. As we worship Him and take our righteous stand. The 
Lord will rise with healing in His wings. To the God of restoration we now sing. 
Chuck: When you have your offering, wave it before the Lord. This always ends and 
begins a season. They would have a wave offering, all through the word of God. We are 
coming to the end and finishing anointing tonight. And God brought us here to bring this 
thing into place for this nation, that the beginning is starting to stir and blow in. Father 
we wave this offering to you.  You are the God of Hope. You are the God of Justice.  You 
are the God of resurrection power.  We honor you tonight here in Charlotte NC. 
Singing God of Resurrection
Chuck: Shout Restore!  
Singing God of Resurrection 
Chuck: Now as you put in your offering you say mighty God, mighty wind, mighty hope, 
mighty power! 
Singing God of Resurrection



Chuck: Let your voice arise. Let the Spirit of God rise through your voice. 

LeAnn sings: I see the corporate altar, that we are building here. I see the burning, 
burning that’s changing the atmosphere. I see the flinty rocks stacked on one another, 
speaking of resolve, resolute in the heavens.  We are building an altar here, we are 
building an altar here, blazing, burning in the atmosphere, we are building an altar here. 
It’s a statement in the heavens.  We are building an altar.  

Chuck: I don’t know what this means because this doesn’t happen to me very often. But 
all of the sudden, I saw the veil that had been over the worship in the Carolinas. And all 
of the sudden the Lord said I am lifting the veil now. All of a sudden you had the 
opportunity to move. One of Carolinas’ redemptive qualities is taking their stand for 
freedom. And some way or another you lost that redemptive call in the call of Kingdom 
expression. And the Lord said I am lifting the veil. You are going to be able to move and 
have freedom in My Spirit. You are going to be able to see interaction between heaven 
and earth.  I am going to cause you to see me move in these lands.  

LeAnn Sings: It will be spoken of far and wide, far and wide, how the fire fell, how the 
fire fell. It will be spoken of far and wide how the fire fell, how the fire fell. It fell upon 
this flinty rock, this flinty rock, it fell upon this flinty rock of your resolve, how the fire fell.

Chuck: I say to you, the separation of class and race and gender and religious divisions 
has caused a veil to come upon you. But I say tonight you have gathered in a way that 
is causing that veil to lift, on this land. I say now the land will see. 

And I will send envoys from China, and they will say, what is this in these lands 
called Carolina? How did they overcome that which tried to stop them in the past? How 
did they prosper in the midst of drought? I say to you, envoys are coming. And I say 
Russia will say, we must be concerned from the voice arising in the Carolinas. And I say 
to you, I am causing a voice to arise that will send forth the word to change a nation 
from these lands. I say to you, tonight, I have lifted a veil and things will change with 
acceleration. 

LeAnn: The other night driving - my husband does not like to drive at night, and 
somehow the Spirit of the Lord came on him and he pressed through. I fell asleep, 
because I was exhausted.  When I woke up and looked at him and we were in the 
driveway, I saw that something had split and fallen off of him, like a death shroud. It was 
like a death shroud that had split. It was simply because something in him rose up and 
determined this is what the course will be. He was literally transfigured. When I woke up 
I was like, what happened to you? It was a shining, like a glory, like a mantle, like an 
anointing that was not there. When Chuck said the veil being rent, it was like that - like a 
shroud being rent and the glory began to come through. It was visible. 

Chuck: Put your hand on someone around you, say: It will be visible. The change is 
upon us. There will be a movement within you. I’m talking about individually.  The Spirit 
is going to move in you in a way like never before. 



LeAnn sings: We say visible Change, visible change, visible change will be seen on 
you, will be seen on you!   

Chuck: You will walk into the churches of these two states and you will say “Visible 
Change!”  You will walk into the businesses and say “Visible Change!”  You will stand on 
the universities and say "Visible Change!”

LeAnn sings: It’s your glory, Lord. It’s your glory, Lord. It’s your glory. Visible 
Change. Visible Change!
I’m hearing the Lord say, the wind has blown the husks away and now what you see is a 
visible change. It is your glory, it’s your glory, it’s your glory. The wind has blown the 
husks away and now what you see is visible change!  It’s your glory, it’s your glory, it’s 
your glory, Lord, it’s your glory!  It’s visible change, visible change!

Chuck: It’s here. Shout it one more time! 
Thank God Judah led us first!

Chuck speaks: 
The Spirit of God is here.  Just think about if there was no restraining force of the 3rd 
part of the Godhead in the earth realm.  Tell someone - I’m glad He’s in you.  

What an honor being here with you.  I have waited since last September.  We were in a 
meeting in NJ at Liberty Park.  [Welcomes people from SC, NC, and group from NJ]  We 
were in NJ and the Spirit of God fell on us - you would have thought God would have 
said something about the nations, last September - but He started speaking about the 
Carolinas.  Amazing to see what He longed to do here.  It was very detailed in the word 
what He was saying.  By the time they got back riots were starting to break out here in 
the Carolinas.  But I am here to tell you it will be visible, the change in the Spirit realm, 
that comes into these states. 

Let me share a few things with you that will help us get focused for the message tonight, 
and how the Spirit of God is so moving here to set course of what He is doing.

[Slide] A Wind is Coming. The Winds of the Spirit are Bringing a Performance and a 
Finishing Anointing. Ez. 37, 1 Kings 19, John 20.

I think that’s what I see in Carolina tonight. We are at this place coming into a key 
moment. Say key moment.  I watch how God chooses the place where we are to gather.  
It is very important to Him where we gather.  Faith works in time and in place.

[Materials - recommends war series Future War of the Church, God’s Unfolding Battle 
Plan, and A Time to Triumph. Also Spiritual Warfare Handbook … God showed me 
through 2026. He doesn’t do anything without first telling the prophetic realm He has in 
the earth realm, what He is going to do.  Let me suggest you enter in to that.]



These 3 weeks we are in right now is key.  They are the 3 key weeks of the transitional 
shift.  This is what God showed me for the Carolinas that will start happening tonight.  
Here in the Carolinas there will be several things going on.

First of all there is this anointing for timing that is coming upon you.

Second, there are open heavens starting to open.  And God brought us here to open 
these heavens and to co-labor with both the angelic host and the army of God here in 
the earth in getting this portal unlocked.

Then He said I’m going to send a new wind down from heaven into the Carolinas.  
That’s key for you to understand.  All through the word of God prophetically when you 
see the word wind you have to step back and say God, what are you saying?  Because 
the wind can be from God or it can be adversarial.  So, what I see right now over the 
Carolinas is this major conflict going on over which wind will win. Say the God wind will 
win.

Then I believe there is a new mantle the Lord is bringing.

[slide] 5777 Year of the Ruling Sword.

Now let me remind you of timing.  We are in this time where 7 in the word of God is 
linked with Zayin - it’s a sword coming down.  But it’s not just a sword, it’s a sword with a 
crown.  So I felt as we got closer to the shift of the year we needed to be in the Crown 
City, we needed to be in the Queen City.  Because this year represents new authority 
that we are living in. You’ve been going through a lot - great testing in the midst of it.  
New authority, a new sharpness, a new boldness, new triumph ahead.  But it also 
represents the crown of favor coming down. And it represents where God has 
determined the crown exists.  So it becomes very important that we follow after the 
Lord, and to come to this city was so key at this moment.  
 
In understanding biblical timing, we start shifting in to new revelation in the 3 weeks 
ahead but we don’t get established in that revelation until April.  In the midst of March/
April we start getting established as we cross over in it.

So right now we are at a place where the Lord is saying I am looking at this region.  I’m 
looking at the crown that symbols a nation here.  I’m looking at how this nation was 
formed from this region.  And I am looking at how you wear your crown in the future.  
This becomes a very important moment in time.

With that a major shift is occurring.  3 years ahead will be determined by these next 
three weeks.  That’s a word for this nation.  There is going to be so many things going 
on in the spirit realm over these next 3 weeks that it will determine these next 3 years.  
So here we are in the Queen City, the Crown City.  And there is something going on.



Here’s a prayer during these three weeks that in Hebrew the people of God prayed.  
When you look at biblical history, they are approaching their sukkah time - their 
celebration of leaving the wilderness and moving into the future.  So they have to build a 
sukkah representing what they want to look like in the covering ahead. One of the 
prayers they start praying is out of Psalm 74, and it’s about leviathan.  You have to 
understand there are certain places where leviathan has ruled.  And anytime it’s time for 
you to cross over into a new season you have to face off leviathan.  It happened at the 
Red Sea - leviathan was separated into pieces. His heads were cut off.  He has several 
heads and creates confusion with his voice from those heads.  So he’s bringing into this 
nation and region a clarity of the Voice of God. 

Here’s the prayer:
May it be Your will, Lord our God, the God of our forefathers, (one of the original states 
and territories that formed this nation, see, it’s amazing) that just as we have dwelled in 
the sukkah of the past, so may we merit in the coming year that we dwell in the sukkah 
of leviathan’s skin. 

Decree everything that tried to take you out in the last season, you are going use it to 
cover your house in the future.  Say there is a new covering and the enemy is going to 
produce it.  Everything the enemy is trying to do in these states, we say it is going to be 
used as a glory covering over these states.  See, it’s key.

This year what 7 also means, see it is linked with finishing, so there is this revisitation of 
promise that is going on.  It’s not about just new promises coming down yet, it’s about 
God revisiting things He said in the past season so all of a sudden you grab hold of the 
and say what didn’t shine in that season will now shine in this season.  So we are in this 
precarious place.  

It’s a year we have to see.  See, 7 is linked with prosperity for the future.  Now you look 
at the Carolinas - they have a prosperity anointing but they have a poverty war going 
on.  So something has to rule.  Say somebody is going to win.  Say prosperity is going 
to win out.  Prosperity doesn't mean we are all going to be rich, it means we are going to 
succeed in what God has asked us to be and do.  

But it is linked with gold.  So I want you to watch as a sign the next 3 weeks - the gold 
market.  Something will start shifting. And you will know Carolinas caused it.  Say you 
are going to shine like you’ve never shined before. 

Here’s one important principle for you.  Your wars ahead unlock your provision for the 
next season.  There is going to be a lot of unlocking of provision because God is 
sending us in, in a new way.  He’s doing something.  

We are seeing in a new way.  He’s causing us to see.  He’s causing a veil to be lifted.  I 
don’t know that I’ve ever seen that like - I felt like all of a sudden I was enclosed by a 
veil as I was trying to lead you - it was right behind us and all of a sudden God just 
pulled it up.  When He did I could see Carolinas.  



This is what we are moving toward.  We are in these 3 weeks, causing this revelation of 
the word - the sword represents the word.  70, the season we are in, represents 
captivity breaking.  It represents God watching us.  

And all of a sudden we are approaching a new entry way.  That’s what 8 is about.  It 
was in 2008 God revealed to me the future of what America looked like. It’s written in a 
couple books out there - Apostolic Church Arising, Redeeming the Time, as well as the 
new book, A Time to Triumph.  So now we are coming into the testimony, ten years later, 
of the opening of the gate of our future, leading us out of captivity. And the Carolinas are 
a chosen place that God is ready to blow through.  

Now here is what has caused this gathering. A major wind. The Bible tells us in the 
churches - always listen to the wind words God is sending to the church. He’s blowing 
them by His Spirit through the church.  Every word - I listen to everything that comes out 
of the Judah alignment that God gives when we are in a meeting like this.  Listen to the 
wind words that the Spirit is blowing through the church.  And this is what he’s saying 
about the Carolinas.  

There is a major wind that will blow.  And don’t get nervous because there is a big 
hurricane out there.  You’ve had hurricanes before.  It’s more to it than that.  

But a major wind will blow through the Carolinas that will cause an effect on every 
region of what is called America.  I believe you are pressing open that movement of 
heaven so the wind blows through here.  I want us to hear very clearly.

I have watched today, the Lord do something, from the time we got to the airport early 
this morning. Usually when you travel and you’re one of the top travelers of the airlines 
we travel on, you just are immediately - it’s one of the benefits, you’re upgraded. But I 
wasn’t even on the upgrade list this morning. It’s very unusual.  So unusual that I don’t 
even remember that happening.  

And so Chad went up to check and they said we don’t know why he’s not on the list - 
because they have a certain group that they watch after. And so they had a seat left for 
me and they put me in that seat, and I said Lord I’m going to watch real carefully what 
you do with this. Because I feel your Spirit. I feel there is something about today that is 
so unusual.

And so this lady got on and I was over by the window and I said can I put your bag up 
for you? And I put her bag up.  And she introduced herself and she said where are you 
from and I said Corinth Texas.  And she said, “Do you know anything about those glory 
people up there?”  First words that came out of her mouth. 

I said, “I know something about them.”  [Chuck asked Marty and Anne to stand up]  
Chuck says, “Do you see what sort of reputation y’all create for us?!” 



And then I said, "I am actually part of that group." (I didn’t want to say to much right at 
first because I didn’t know where we were going with it.)  She said, “Do you know that 
man named Dutch Sheets?”  And I said, “pretty well.”  Then I introduced myself.  She 
said, "Oh my gosh! I have two friends come from California (her husband was over one 
of the major companies in Dallas) She said I had 2 friends come from California three 
years ago, to go to one of your conferences.  And they never invited me to go.”  And I 
said, “it can get a little wild out there.”  And she said, “but I want wild!”  And then I said, 
“it’s because that Dutch Sheets guy visits out there all the time. She said, “I just finished 
one of his books on hope.”  She said it has changed my life. She said, “I am actually on 
it the second time, reading it.”

With that I want you to stand and welcome this incredible gift in the Body of Christ that 
causes people to talk about us worldwide. 

Dutch Sheets speaks
We can go home now. (smile.) I could go right now and be satisfied.  I think probably I 
speak for all of us.  I don’t know anybody who has more interesting and strange things 
happen to them than Chuck Pierce.  He walks in a different world.  And when that 
prophetic anointing comes on him and his team, it’s just amazing.  It’s almost like 
sometimes I feel I am drinking out of a fire hydrant, just trying to get it and listen 
carefully.  It’s amazing.  It has been my incredible pleasure to run with Chuck and his 
team for many years.  So I am going to finish this up for us and he will come up and 
pray with me.  When we do these gathering we don't preach long sermons, we kind of 
do tag team.  He’ll come up for 20-30 mins and I’ll come up for 20-30 mins and finish it 
up. 

One of the things we’ve learned to do is to be very careful not to go into any region with 
a pre-conceived idea of what we are going to do.  The Lord made it clear to us way 
back in ’03 and ’04 when we were doing that 50 state tour, that when He sends us 
someplace together we are to go in and release the word of the Lord to that place, that 
region.  So we’ve been listening.

We’ve been on a 22 city tour.  I had my schedule as full as I wanted it this year.  
Sometimes when I see caller ID and it’s Chuck I think oh Lord what do I have to do 
now?  And the word of the Lord - God said go to 22 cities.  I thought when?  When could 
we do that?  That’s why we are here on a Tuesday night, because we had to start 
slamming these things in.  

I’ll have to say these gatherings we have been doing have been on a new level. Even in 
the 50 state tour wen we did this in all the states there was a lot more plowing and 
laboring intercession.  It’s almost like in these 22 cities, this included, we are riding 
some wave of momentum.  And really, instead of trying to brith through intercession, we 
are more able to decree this is what the intercession of the last 25 years has produced.  

And don’t be alarmed by all the shaking around you because the Lord is not alarmed by 
that.  Sometimes He is behind some of it, Heb 12 tells us.  So you just have to keep in 



this season focused on the Lord and listen to what He is saying - not the news media 
and those that are angry. It’s ok to be alert to that, because we have to pray and we 
have to be discerning and listen.  At the same time we don’t take our direction from that.  
We listen to what the Lord is saying and we take our direction from that. 

And I’ve never been more convinced we are moving toward a 3rd great awakening in 
America.  And these 22 cities that we have been doing have confirmed that to me over 
and over again.  We just were in Alaska a couple days ago.  And same thing up there.  
Everywhere we go God is saying in different ways, but He is telling us what is coming.   

As I have listened tonight just trying to tune in to what I am hearing, the two words that 
kept coming in worship and prophecy - and Chuck spoke on one of those - the two 
words I kept hearing, not just in my spirit but from others, that God was emphasizing, 
are Wind and Voice.  And I decided about 30  minutes ago what I was supposed to talk 
about, for just a few brief minutes is the Voice of the Lord. It didn’t surprise me when he 
got up - because we don’t talk about it ahead of time, you do this, I’ll do that - it didn’t 
surprise me that he spoke on the wind.  And God had already told me you take the 
voice.  So both these things are covered now.  

5 things Holy Spirit emphasized to me as I have been listening that have to do with His 
Voice.

Let me begin this by saying I was sent on a very specific assignment from the Lord at 
the end of last year. And I knew I had an assignment coming and I knew I didn’t know 
what it was yet, I was trying to hear.  I was speaking at a conference for Chuck and I 
looked at him at one point and a lot of people thought I was trying to be funny - because 
Chuck and I kid around and we do pick at each other once in a while in a friendly way.  
But I was desperate to hear from God and I looked at him at one point and said you 
need to hear a word from God for me - right in the middle of my sermon. Everyone did 
what you are doing (laughing) except for Chuck.  When I said it I saw him flinch.  And I 
knew he got it right then.  He ran up at the end of my message and he prophesied to 
me. And he told everyone -  I heard the word of the Lord for this assignment when he 
said that. 

He prophesied that I would take a team to 7 cities in America.  He mentioned in the 
prophecy 6 of them. I knew the what the 7th place was.  We were to go retrace 7 places 
where God had established covenant with America and Him.  We were to re-establish 
covenant with the Lord.  We did that. He said God will give you a team and you go to 
these 7 places.  The Lord gave me that team and we went a week later.  Put it together 
fast.  He said if you will do this the Lord will reestablish His covenant with America, and 
the Voice of the Lord will return to the land. 

We fulfilled our assignment. The Lord keeps bringing me back to this - that there is a 
new release of His Voice coming to this nation. That means the prophetic anointing is 
about to go to an entirely new level.  That means it’s about to become much more 
accurate.  That means there's another wave of prophetic outpouring, not just prophecy, 



but prophetic anointing;  prophetic gifting - dreams, visions, revelation from scripture.  
Anything that has to do with God talking to us, whether through the word, through the 
prophets, whether it’s while you sleep - that’s all associated with the Voice of the Lord.  

There is a new season we are moving into where the Voice of the Lord is released to 
us.  And when that begins to happen not only does the Voice of the Lord come to the 
church, the Voice of the Lord comes to the sinner.   Because when the Spirit of 
revelation, when the prophetic anointing, when the Voice of the Lord is released 
bringing the Spirit of revelation into a place, not only do God’s people hear His Voice, 
but unbelievers begin to hear His Voice. 

Like in the Bible when kings that didn’t know God - heathen idol-worshiping kings were 
given divine dreams that shaped history.  Revivals of the past - when the Voice of the 
Lord - when the Spirit of revelation becomes to come in revivals, sinners will drive by 
churches and come in and say I want to get saved. They just begin to hear God’s Voice.  
They don’t know that’s what they are hearing, but they are drawn to him, they hear a 
sound.  

So the Voice of the Lord is about to be released and for some reason He really zeroed 
in on that here.  He said here in the Carolinas you are going to hear the Lord’s Voice in 
a new way.  He actually implied it, and maybe He said it - that it’s going to come here in 
ways that begin to shake the rest of the nation.  And even the way we go to war and the 
way we harvest!  He actually said the next 3 weeks will shift the next 3 years and when 
it happens you will know it was birthed here, is what he said.  

So the Voice of the Lord is about to be released to us. Expect a deluge of dreams to 
start coming.  You dreamers get ready.  If you are one who hears the Voice of the Lord 
in those ways, get ready. Pastors, leaders get ready to start receiving and moving in a 
new heightened sense of revelation of the word.

5 things we can look for that are associated with the Voice of the Lord.

1 The Voice of the Lord creates. We all know Genesis 1, John 1.  It happened in 
Genesis 1 and is referenced again in John 1 that all things were made by the Word. 
Heb 1 says it even holds all things together - all creation is held together by His word.  
The word Asah is associated with creation.  It’s one of the 2 Hebrew words for create.  It 
means perform, accomplish, do, but it also means create.  

It’s associated not only with Genesis - He spoke and His words created - but it’s 
associated with us when we release the word or Voice of the Lord into the earth.  ISA 
55:11 So shall My words be that go forth out of My mouth.  And the words going out of 
His mouth were words He was going to speak through the prophet. They didn’t just 
come out of the clouds.  So when the prophet was speaking His words - so shall My 
words be that go forth out of My mouth - and I’m adding through these prophets, 
because that’s what was happening. They won’t return to Me void but they will 



accomplish what I please.  They will asah. They will create what I want.  My words will 
create.  

Jeremiah 1. How can all this happen?  You are going to uproot things, tear things up, 
then build and plant.  How is this going to be, and how am I going to be a prophet to a 
nation as a young man?  He said you’re going to do it because I said it. What He said 
was I’ll watch over My words to perform them. That’s how you are going to do this. 
Perform is asah, create.

There is a creative force in the word of the Lord. Some of you need to get that out of the 
recesses of your mind into the forefront of your thinking because God is going to start 
bringing declarations to you. He’s going to start bringing back prophetic words to you.  
He’s going to assign you to go into places, he’s going to assign you to go into parts of 
your house, your kids bedroom.  He’s going to assign to you pastors, walk through your 
congregations where they sit and begin to release His words because there is power to 
create in the words that He gives you to decree.  He will create through your decree.  
You decree a thing, He says, it is established.  

There is a creative force that is released when God talks. There is a creative power that 
has been released in this room tonight because of the word of the Lord that has come 
forth.  And He will watch over those words to perform it.  The same words used in 
Number 23:19  … Will He not do it? Asah. He will do, perform, accomplish, create His 
words.

2. He births with His words.  When God sent the angel to Mary, said you are going to 
have a son, the Savior. She was a virgin. She said how can this be?  The Spirit of the 
Lord will come and overshadow you.  Two words - Hebrew and Greek - they have to do 
with the overshadowing, hovering presence of God that comes and gives birth to things. 
Genesis 1 The Spirit of God “rachaph”-ed.  Luke 1 - Spirit of Lord is coming to 
“efiskiazu” around you.  He follows up with a statement that is not translated well in our 
Bibles - For with God nothing shall be impossible.  But the literal translation in Greek of 
Luke 1:37 For no word spoken by God is without power. 

And there the power was in the context of giving birth to Messiah. In Genesis it birthed 
the planet, it brought forth creation. In fact the very seed of the Lord - NT says when He 
speaks to us His seed goes in our heart to bring forth fruit, 30, 60, 100 fold.  The NT 
says we are born again of the incorruptible seed, the word of God. In those passages 
the very word for seed is the greek word sperma.  We get the word sperm or spore from 
it.   

He’s saying that which happens in the natural when a spore or sperm is planted in the 
right place, then something is birthed. He’s saying that’s when I was in the spirit realm 
with My word. When My word goes into your spirit you become pregnant with My life.  
Could be a revelation, could be the miracle you need.  You can get pregnant with your 
miracle here tonight. You can take the word of the Lord about breakthrough and new 
beginnings and creative power, and if you need a miracle you can leave here decreeing 



by His stripes I am healed.  Write the date in your Bible, as of this date I am healed.  
And the word of the Lord will start growing in you until your miracle is birthed.  Because 
no word spoken by God is without power in its reproductive ability.

The last thing the devil wants you to do is start speaking the word. If it’s powerful 
enough that the Lord himself, rather than arguing with the devil when He was tempted, 
chose to just speak the word, then you know it must be pretty powerful.  He just said it is 
written it is written, it is written.  

Just say it is written over in Korea. Just say what God says, not what Un says. 

Chuck:  The Lord just said I brought you to the Carolinas to tell that Korean thing to 
shift. He said it will shift from the Carolinas.  We say tonight the course of that madness 
shifts tonight and starts shifting.  And the Lord said Because you have had this meeting 
you will see the course of that madness start to shift from the Carolinas!

Dutch: That’s big stuff.  Sometimes you get in meetings and the prophetic anointing of 
the Lord is just hovering in the place. It’s just here.  The prophets are hearing and 
decreeing.  I’m saying things I don't plan to say and he gets up and does his thing.  It 
isn't time for a WW3. There’s a big harvest coming to Asia.

3. The Voice of the Lord resurrects.  They kept singing from Ezek 37 - the dry bones 
coming together and the army that results.  The Voice of the Lord is just so filled with life 
that it resurrects and brings life where there is death. 
Jesus said My words are spirit and life. John 6:63. He said the words that I say to you 
are spirit and life.  

My spirit leaped earlier when Chuck prophesied something about anything in these 
states, in the Carolinas, that is called a university or a college is about to be visited with 
the Wind of the Spirit.  We are about to see one of the most dramatic - not just in 
Carolinas but he’s highlighting you right now - we are about to see one of the most 
dramatic outpourings of Holy Spirit on a generation that planet earth has ever seen 
coming to the young people in this nation and other nations.  There is a wind of God 
coming to the Colleges, Universities, High Schools, Jr High Schools, grammar schools 
in America, and God is about to pour His Spirit out and let His wind blow on a young 
generation that is about to be revived and resurrected.  

Probably the most dramatic visions I’ve ever had was the week of 9/11 2001 in Boise 
Idaho.  I couldn’t get there for 3-4 days because the airlines shut down. When I did fly 
there I got up to speak to a conference of about 1500 people.  Lord, what are we going 
to do here - talk about the elephant in the room - you are not going to get in here and 
act like everything is fine and preach some sermon.  Nobody is thinking about anything 
else.  There is still a cloud over the nation, they are still counting bodies and trying to 
look for survivors.  The whole thing was just surreal.  



I tried to speak and at about ten minutes into my message the finger of God started 
writing on the back wall of that room.  It became a neon light on the back wall that said 
Acts 3:19. Times of refreshing.  When t here is repentance, times of refreshing come 
from the Lord. 

I said to myself, well I know what to do.  As soon as I finish this point I’m going to Acts 
3:19.  The light started flashing at me.  The interpretation was I don't want you to finish 
your point.  It’s real encouraging when the Lord lets you know, I’m not in to what you are 
saying right now.  You need to leave that alone and do this.  I preached for 10-15 
minutes from that verse of scripture.  And then I started having an open vision that 
lasted about 30 minutes and I just narrated what I was seeing. It was like being in a 
movie theater, watching this thing.  

The entire vision was about the revival that is coming to the college and universities of 
America. The fire of God that is coming, the life of God - you need to know I’m not 
exaggerating.  What He showed me happening in that vision was completely out of 
control.  Completely out of control.  Nobody could control it. Nobody could stop it - the 
university leaders, administrators, professors, no demons could stop it. No religious 
spirit could stop it. Nothing could stop it.  It was out of control.  

And it was Holy Spirit lead. It was not programmed.  I’m not against programmed.  It 
was not some organized thing.  This was just a wild fire controlled by Holy Spirit.  And 
He was working miracles, leading people to Jesus, mass deliverance was taking place 
on campus. Classes were cancelled. Sporting events were cancelled. Not that those 
things are bad.  It’s just that God interrupted everything!  It was a holy interruption.  

That’s what the Voice of the Lord does.  So don't you ever go by another college or 
university in America without prophesying to it that the voice of awakening, the fire of 
God, and the life of God, and the supernatural of God, and the breath of God is coming 
to this place.  Because the Voice of the Lord resurrects.
 
Paradigms are going to change over night.  The instructors and professors are going to 
get in on it.  Atheists one day; in love with Jesus the next.  Don't think I’m trying to hype 
you.  I saw it.  I turned to the leaders at one point in the vision and they didn’t know what 
to think.  I looked at them and said this is going to be really hard to steward. The reason 
I said it was that this was so intense and big, and they were so out of any religious box. 
They were raw. They didn’t know anything about religion.  They just all of a sudden had 
been visited by God. They did not want our religious structure and our methods and our 
boxes we have Him in.  They just wanted to go after God with a whole lot of passion 
and fire and intimacy.  And it was out of control. The Voice of the Lord resurrects.

4. The Voice of the Lord brings direction and revelation. Get ready for such a level of the 
Voice of the Lord being released that these kind of meetings become common. And you 
are going to get in meetings where the Voice of the Lord begins to flow and the hardest 
call to make in the entire meeting is when do we transition this thing or stop it.  



And direction will come for people - individuals; organizations - congregations; regions 
like tonight; and nations. The Voice of the Lord is even going to speak and bring 
direction where He is not allowed to do it, like government buildings and schools, and 
some religious groups that teach that He doesn’t talk any more.  And some of the 
people teaching that now are going to be prophesying a year from now.  I will say that 
again because I know that’s a “thus saith the Lord.”  There are people teaching today 
that God doesn’t talk anymore that a year from now will be standing in front of people 
like this prophesying and giving words of knowledge and working signs, wonders, 
miracles.  Their entire life is about to go through a radical shift because they will get 
introduced to the Voice of the Lord!  

And direction is coming. You will hear that Voice behind you saying this is the way, walk 
in it. Leaders in ministries are going to have supernatural leadership from Holy Spirit like 
Paul in Acts 16. They will say we are going to go over here, and they will have a check 
from HS - don’t do that.  We are going to go here - don't do that.  We are going to 
launch this program - don’t do that.  We are going to do this in our city - don't do that.  
Well, what are we doing?  A dream is going to come to you - someone will say come 
over here in this neighborhood, we need you now. Or start emphasizing this in this 
house or ministry - we need this now. Or get this ready, because this is coming.  
Supernatural leadership and direction and revelation is coming to the church.  There’s 
no other way to lead an outpouring of the Holy Spirit.  

And there is no other way to lead a nation in the context of that which we are about to 
face, because crazy people in the world - some of them are going to stay crazy.  And we 
are going to have to have leaders who are anointed by HS and hear from God and 
know what to do and how to do it, and what not to do.  

And the liberals don’t like what I’m about to say.  And I know there are some people that 
don’t like President Trump, and he wasn’t my first choice, but once we have a president 
we are supposed to pray that God uses that president. I don't want to be dishonest - he 
wasn’t my first choice during the primaries; he was my first choice during the election.  
I’m not trying to be political, I just don’t want to be dishonest - I felt for the courts and 
babies alone I needed to go the way I went.  

My point is we need to pray for this man and his cabinet. Here’s what I was leading up 
to that the liberals don't like.  There are more professing evangelical Christians on staff 
and in leadership in that cabinet right now than in any other administration in history. It 
is estimated - these are secular people that don’t like it that are saying this, not people 
like me that are just trying to hype you - they estimate 75% of his staff and cabinet are 
born-again evangelical Christians. 

That gives me hope that even when he says something - can we just be nice, that’s not 
all that wise, maybe [makes texting gestures.] That God still has people around him that 
are praying and can lead and can speak.  And I believe there is more and more wisdom 
going to be released to our government officials and state governments and in local 
government and in our national government and in courtrooms. We are going to have to 



keep praying that this thing shifts so our leaders can get direction from heaven even 
when they don't know they are getting direction from heaven.

The Voice of the Lord.  He said if you will do this - go on this tour and go re-establish 
covenant with me, My Voice will return to this land.  So here’s what I’m praying and 
what I’m believing.  I believe that we will get to the point where there is an open heaven 
over the White House. And people come in and stumble their way through cabinet 
meetings and finally say I don't know how to say this, other than just say it, because I 
know it’s kind of different, but I had a dream last night we need to talk about.  Would that 
be all right with you?  

As though God would not want to speak to the American government, the most powerful 
agency/ organization in the world. As though God would not want to influence them.  We 
are to pray that He does.  And then we should believe He will answer our prayer, and 
start decreeing over our government that there is an open heaven and the Voice of the 
Lord is returning to the government of America.  

5. The Voice of the Lord judges His enemies. The Sword of the Spirit which is the Word 
of God.  Eph 6:17. And Rev. 1:16 and 2:16 both reference the sword of the Lord, His 
Voice, His word. The same Voice that brings life brings death. We are not to move into a 
presumptive mindset and think we have the right to start cursing people and take on His 
role.  In fact we should always be asking God for mercy and grace and pour your Spirit 
out, change this person.

But there does come a time - and especially when we are dealing with the spirit realm - 
which is what Ephesians 6 is all about - principalities and powers, rulers over darkness 
in this world, wicked spirits in high places - when you are dealing with spiritual forces it 
is the word of the Lord - you take your Bible and open up to a passage that relates to 
that situation and you begin to decree the word of the Lord over that situation, and it 
becomes the sword of the Lord, according to Eph 6. 

So I find myself responding to the news about Korea, for example.  This is what the 
Lord has shown me, this is the harvest He has shown me.  This is the wind He showed 
me when I was over there in June in South Korea and went to the DMZ to prophesy the 
word of the Lord - but He showed us in that conference - Chuck and Cindy were there, 
several others - we saw the Korean peninsula as a wind tunnel.  The Spirit of God was 
blowing up through that peninsula into Asia.  And all of Asia was impacted.  

Let me tell you what’s going to happen in Asia.  There is not going to be the third world 
war right now, there is going to be the third great awakening right now. There is going to 
be the greatest outpouring of HS and the greatest influx of souls in that part of the 
world, all the way over into the middle east. The greatest harvest in the history of planet 
earth is about to take place in Asia and the middle east!  

There may be some shaking - I don’t know all the details, but I will tell you this. There is 
not going to be something happen that’s strong enough to distract or disrupt what God’s 



going to do.  He’s going to blow with His Spirit through there and bring down the strong 
man. He is going to bring a season of enough peace to shake that part of the world with 
the gospel of Jesus Christ like it’s never been shaken before and you will see at least a 
billion souls saved. 

He is not finished with China, Indonesia, Thailand, Singapore, Mongolia, the Philippines 
and Japan, and North Korea.  There is such a big harvest about to take place there. 
God is going to bring judgment to the powers that resist him and he’s going to bring 
freedom to millions of people, spiritually speaking. And that includes the muslim world.  

If you are really hearing from God you don’t have hatred to the muslim world; you love 
the muslim world.  I don’t have hatred for islamic people; I love them.  I’m praying for 
harvest.  I’m sowing my books over there, prophesying, sending the word of the Lord 
over there, sending people over there, putting my money and my finances into it. They 
are not my enemy.  I mean some of them, the radical terrorists - you know they are our 
enemies, we have to deal with them.  I'm talking about in general.  The Lord loves those 
people and wants to pour His Spirit out on them in amazing ways.

So I want to wrap this up, Chuck. We are going to release the Voice of the Lord to 
create, to birth, to resurrect, to bring direction, and to judge His enemies.

Chuck: You heard something through tonight.  There was something when he said that 
about Korea being the wind tunnel - God brought us here to unlock the movement from 
the Carolinas that will even create the wind tunnel through Korea.  I’m telling you, you 
will know from this day forward that something from the Carolinas created a wind 
movement that moved all the way through the Korean peninsula. 

The Spirit of God is on this place. All through the universities where it could not be 
stopped. I don’t know of a place I’ve ever said that for a territory or seen it,  I saw it on 
Rutgers when we met there.  But I saw it in the Carolinas - it’s an explosion on the 
universities that is known about. It can’t be stopped.  

See there is a wind coming through here.  There is an explosion of a prophetic mantle 
on you. The Carolinas were meant to be prophetic when you look at their history. They 
were called to be prophetic. Even part of the VA commonwealth, they broke out.  I feel 
like God singled them out as a prophetic avenue.

Now Father we loose this anointing that’s here tonight.  You gathered us here, you 
moved us here.  Lord, we send it out from here.  Put your hand on someone near you 
and stir up that prophetic anointing in them.  Lord, we send it out everywhere we walk 
from this place, every place we go from this place.  

Dutch: Wind of God, blow upon these people now.  Send them as Spirit wind driven 
people.  Led by the Spirit, the wind.  Filled with the Spirit, the wind.  Wind driven, wind 
led, Spirit led people.  We send them filled with your Spirit, your breath, your wind.



Chuck:  Tell somebody next to you,  You are becoming a wind generator.  Now start 
generating the wind.

Dutch:  Out of your belly, out of spirit, out of your spirit.  Wind generator.  Wind, Wind, 
Voice, Voice, Wind of God, Voice of God. To create, to birth.  Birthing the wind.

Chuck:  There’s something about the class structure - probably because of your royal 
beginnings.  There is something about the class structure that is over this particular 
territory, called the Carolinas, that God is getting ready to obliterate.  There is going to 
be a realignment of His kingdom people and class is not going to stop the realignment. 
It’s not just racial issues in what’s called the Carolinas; it’s a class structure. The Lord 
says I’m going to realign My kingdom people within the Carolinas.

Dutch:  We say the wind of your Spirit and the Voice of your Spirit is coming to bring 
that realigning.  We say that every weapon formed against this is now being dealt with 
by the Voice of the Lord and the Wind of God.  And century old structures will now be 
dismantled by the Spirit of God in this nation.  And the Carolinas will model a new 
beginning for this land of racial healing. 

Chuck: And out of the Carolinas you probably have the most influential voice of harvest 
that has come through Billy Graham and what has come from here. But God says I am 
ready to take that and move it into its next mantle.  Move it out into - that’s what is going 
to spread through the universities.  It’s going to do something.  There are prophetic 
words linked with the native communities and the first peoples and the universities.  
God said there is so much prophetic word over the Carolinas that has never been 
poured out, I've got to send a wind to dump the bowls that are over you.

Dutch: Lord, we call forth the anointing in those prophetic words, the destiny, the 
purpose, the gospel.  All that has gone forth over this region - We say this is the season 
of fulfillment and now it goes to another level. It goes to the double portion mantle of 
anointing of harvest and evangelism from this place to the ends of the earth.

Chuck:  Some of the most resistant structures to the wind of the Spirit have come up in 
the Carolinas.  The Lord says He is ready to blow that over.  

Dutch: Lord we say you are judging those forces that have withstood you. You are 
judging those spirits and you are judging those systems that have worked against you in 
order to free people.  We are not speaking against people; we are speaking against the 
powers of darkness and that which they have created.  We say that your word is now 
bringing judgment  against that which has held back this wind, and it will hold back the 
wind no longer because the Voice of the Lord is releasing the wind of God into the 
wilderness places. 

Lord we say that that wind will be like the wind that came in Ezekiel 37 from the four 
corners of north, south, east, and west until it became a vortex, a tornadic wind of 
heaven, that began to breathe upon dry bones and cause them to come together, and 



fill them with life, and become an army. And I prophesy over this region now that the 
four winds of God are coming to the Carolinas!  Yeah!  Yeah!  Yeah! 

Chuck: University and college tornadic activity.  We loose it right now. There is going to 
be such movement that it can’t be stopped. 

I hear the Lord say something else; you try to bring order before the wind settles.  Back 
off from your last order and let me blow. Then let the order be established.  Just say out 
loud let the wind blow.  Let the wind blow.

Now Susie you and Anne come up.  This is for all of us; we will use them as our 
touchpoint. The Lord says you have to have this new mantle that I have sent you for 
such a time as this.  [Chuck and Dutch put mantel over Anne and Susie.]  This mantle 
was made and given to us - it has lions on both sides.  When I was praying over this, 
this week and last week, the Lord said that’s for both Carolinas. The roar of My Spirit is 
coming through, the roar is coming through the Carolinas.  The Lord said this will be 
sent, it will be released in both states.  It will be released on campuses.  It will be sent in 
to organizations. The Lord said the double portion roar of my spiritual force is over the 
Carolinas this hour.  Shout! Let that roar rise!  

Anne sings: Double portion! We choose to be used!  For all of us!  Sing with me.  We 
choose to be used, we choose to be used, we choose to be used!  We choose to be 
used!

Susie: We have a double portion gift for you too, as well.  Anne and I both sought the 
Lord on behalf of all of us, on behalf of Embassy of Zion, but on behalf of all of us here. 
What’s a gift we could present to you.  We feel so blessed that at the crowning point of 
the year of the crown this is where you are.  

Gift number one - what I heard from the Lord - it’s a crown catch all.  What I noticed in 
scripture when I looked up crown caught me off guard.  There are 2 places where Paul 
talks to the ones he is writing to - you are my crown.  So I want to say on behalf of all of 
us who have been so blessed and touched by your ministry - we are your crown.  Both 
of you.  And it’s a catch-all. I declare and decree over both of you that at the Lord’s 
bidding, everywhere you cast your net you will catch all.  Now the double portion comes 
here.  That is Anne and I both sought the Lord for a gift.  And Ane got something 
completely different.

Anne:  On behalf of all of us.  Are you flying high right now moving up in the 
heavenlies?  Chuck and Dutch may remember this - Unlocking the Winds of Glory - with 
the symbol of this next gift.  
For Chuck first it represents the manifold wisdom of God that is being made    in the 
heavenly places to the powers and principalities.  These colors remind us off the 
manifold wisdom of God. Also the colors of the nations - Chuck is an apostle to the 
nations.  It’s also multi-dimensional.  Do you notice - he often uses this slide of the 
portal over us in the heavenlies where the revelation can come down.  This is just like 



that.  This is a workable flying kite. It's also kite art.  What a great combination to give to 
the apostle who is so dear to us, our Apostle Chuck Pierce.  

Susie:  We have a special kite also for you, Dutch.  We’ll present it this way.  [Lights dim 
and kite descends from above stage - huge, stars and stripes.]  There’s a lot of wind out 
there in Colorado and we figured you could fly that somehow.

Chuck:  We’ll fly this,  You’ll see this on a video from the prayer garden. And we’ll 
declare that the Carolinas are moving under a new mantle of the manifold wisdom of 
God.  And that eagle - I can’t think of a better kite that represents Dutch Sheets.  Let’s 
thank God for these gifts.

Now let them send us out with a sound.  This is a year we are coming in with a sword, 
but the sound - it’s a year of a new sound coming forth.  So look and listen carefully for 
this sound.

LeAnn: Seeing that kite and seeing Dutch I was inspired to sing this part.  America!  
America!  God shed His grace on thee!  And crown thy good with brotherhood from sea 
to shining sea!  
 
Sings: We all out to dry bones come alive!  


